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A B S T R A C T

In the last experimental campaign (OP1.2b) of the stellarator Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X), boronisation as a mean
for first wall conditioning was applied for the first time which led to strongly reduced impurity fluxes from
plasma-facing components. Thermal detachment at the uncooled target plates of the test divertor unit (TDU)
was reached at higher plasma densities and was accompanied by high recycling of neutrals at the target plate
[1], [2]. A feedback control system was established in W7-X to actively control the gas injection (actuator)
for plasma fuelling and impurity seeding [3] through the divertors. It allowed very successful stabilisation of
the detached plasma condition state as well as mitigation of thermal overloads to some baffle tiles. Different
routinely available diagnostic signals were used as input parameters (sensors). We describe the setup of the
feedback control system, its performance and provide some example results with the main focus on the
development of the control scheme which led to the detachment stabilisation over the entire longest (30
s) high-power discharge at W7-X so far. In view of the achieved very successful detachment stabilisation and
the necessity to include simultaneous optimisation of the core performance in the future, the feedback control
system is being upgraded for the upcoming campaign (OP2.1) in which the water cooled and hereby inherently
steady-state capable divertor has been currently installed. The prospects and some experiment ideas for active
detachment control are discussed.
1. Introduction

Wendelstein 7-X is the largest advanced superconducting stellarator,
built to demonstrate quasi steady-state operation with strongly reduced
neoclassical and fast particle losses. It started its first operation with
uncooled limiters 2015 and was equipped for the two next campaigns
(OP1.2a and OP1.2b) with ten uncooled graphite test divertor units.
The boronisation applied for the first time during the OP1.2b campaign
as a mean of first wall conditioning opened a path to high density
operation accessing line-of-sight integrated electron densities up to
1.6×1020 m−2. At these high densities, thermal detachment of the plasma
from all divertor plates was achieved meaning a strong reduction of the
peak heat loads to the divertors by factor 10 (see Fig. 9 middle panel).
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It was accompanied by high recycling of neutrals at the target plate
[1], [2]. Neutral pressures of up to 8 × 10−3 mbar were reached in the
divertor providing particle pumping rates balancing the total amount of
fuelled hydrogen. These two prerequisites allowed significantly longer
stable detached discharges of up to 30 s limited only by heating
up of the uncooled first wall components. Stabilisation of such long
discharges can be realised by feedback control of the main plasma
actuators. In our case a simple scheme turned out to provide a very
robust detachment stabilisation: we controlled the fuelling or seeding
gas flow rates of the fast divertor gas injection system while keeping
the plasma electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) power at a
constant maximum available level of approx. 6 MW. The total plasma
vailable online 10 January 2023
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Fig. 1. Test electronic setup for tuning of the PID parameters.

radiation 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑 showed typically monotonic dependence on the line-
integrated electron density in a transition into detachment [4]. This
made the electron density a very good proxy for the level of detachment
and provided a very robust way of detachment stabilisation which was
also achieved using the carbon line emission in the divertor. Direct
control of 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑 was also used but led to oscillations due to delayed
signal reaction at the controller (see Sections 2, 3 and 4). Simple
proportional/integral/derivative (PID) control algorithm was applied
without the necessity to consider more complex physics models (recent
applications of different types of control schemes in fusion plasmas can
be found e.g. in [5–8]). The control parameters were pre-optimised
using an electronic hardware simulator of the plasma diagnostic signals
in a lab test setup which provided very good starting points for real
W7-X discharges (see Fig. 1). We describe in Section 2 the newly built
feedback control setup and discuss in Section 3 in greater detail the
detachment stabilisation of the longest high-power W7-X discharge. In
Section 4 the application of the impurity seeding feedback control for
mitigation of baffle tiles heat loads is presented. Finally, in Section 5,
we give an outlook for the hardware extension implemented for two
upcoming experimental campaigns OP2.1 and OP2.2 with several ideas
of application the feedback control of plasma detachment in W7-X.

2. System description and performance

The divertor gas injection was installed for the OP1.2 campaign at
one upper and one lower divertor. Both systems featured a set of five
fast piezo valves connected to capillary nozzle tubes arranged in the
poloidal direction (see Fig. 2). The valve boxes were attached to the
back side of the divertor which resulted in very short response times
(<10 ms) of the gas flows on the control voltage. The design pressure
range of 5 mbar up to 10 bar provided a large range of accessible
atom/molecule flow rates of 1018 − 1023 s−1 of a variety of gasses (H2,
N2, Ne, He, Ar, CH4), their mixtures and isotopes. The piezo valves
(Piezosystem Jena PX 500) were driven by power supplies (Piezosystem
Jena 30V300) supplying voltage in the range of −20 V up to 130 V
at a max. current of 300 mA. The analogue input signal (0–10 V) for
the power supplies was provided by the feedback controller utilising
a programmable microcontroller of type ATmega2560. The feedback
controller software (written in c++) was based on the PID control type
in which the output signal 𝑢(𝑡) for the actuator is calculated using
the proportional, integral and derivative term of the error value 𝑒(𝑡)
(deviation of the actual process value from its set point):

𝑢(𝑡) = 𝐾𝑝𝑒(𝑡) +𝐾𝑖 ∫

𝑡

0
𝑒(𝜏)𝑑𝜏 +𝐾𝑑

d𝑒(𝑡)
d𝑡

. (1)

The parameters 𝐾𝑝, 𝐾𝑖 and 𝐾𝑑 need to be adapted according to the
expected characteristics of the control process. These parameters as
well as the controller cycle time (2–25 ms) and the gas pressure in the
reservoir were validated and fine tuned in a lab test setup (see Fig. 1)
using another microcontroller which simulated the expected diagnostic
response as reaction to the gas valve actuation voltage. For example,
for fine tuning of the electron density control parameters we modelled
2

Fig. 2. CAD view of the gas injection system at the upper divertor.

the plasma density by considering the H2 flow rate through the valve
(with the delays caused by the valve reaction and gas flow through the
nozzle), the fuelling efficiency and the effective particle confinement
time in the plasma vessel. These values were known from similar exper-
iments in the previous campaign OP1.2a. Linear relation of the gas flow
rate with the valve actuation voltage was assumed. In the case of the
plasma radiation control we assumed again a simple linear dependence
of the radiation on the electron density and additionally anticipated
for the expected delay of approx. 70 ms of the diagnostic response.
These simulations revealed oscillations of the control parameter which
were partially mitigated by optimisation of the differential component
of the controller (see Fig. 3). In the real plasma discharges some further
optimisation was needed and done, however with some remaining level
of 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑 oscillations.

Several real-time diagnostic signals were connected to the controller
as input values.
(a) The line integrated electron density (∫ 𝑛𝑒𝑑𝑙) was provided by a sin-
gle interferometer line-of-sight (LOS) going through the plasma centre.
The applied PI controller with a cycle time of 2 ms featured very good
precision of the controlled density of better than 1% (see Fig. 4).
(b) The total radiated power (𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑) was extrapolated using a few LOS of
two bolometer cameras which provided real-time values with a typical
deviation of up to 10% from values generated using all channels taking
the 3D geometry into account (see orange curve in Fig. 11). The 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑
signal arrived at the controller with typical delays of approx. 100 ms
with respect to the valve actuation (see Section 4). This was partially
by the intrinsic plasma impurity radiation reaction time and partially
caused by electronic hardware processing time. Attempts to keep the
control time significantly below 1 s (at typical controller cycle time of
10 ms) led to oscillations of 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑 . Including the differential component
of the controller mitigated the oscillations to a level of +/−10% in the
best case.
(c) Three out of 27 spectroscopy LOS viewing the divertor plasma (as
indicated in Fig. 2) were connected to fast filterscopes with photo-
multipliers detecting emission lines of HeI, CII and CIII selected by
appropriate interference filters. These spectroscopic signals from the
divertor plasma allowed direct control of the plasma detachment from
the divertor plates. For example, in experiment 20180920.032, CIII
radiation intensity integrated along a horizontal LOS at a distance of
approx. 6 cm to the divertor was very successfully controlled using
H2 fuelling. At the measurement location the CIII signal increased as
the emission zone moved from the target towards the separatrix during
transition into detachment. The plasma was stabilised over 6 s in partial
detachment (the integral heat flux to all divertors reduced to approx.
30%, see Fig. 5; the total heat flux to all divertors was derived from
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Fig. 3. Pre-optimisation of the feedback parameters for 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑 control. Top and middle panels: valve voltage and resulting 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑 curve without and with including the 𝐾𝑑 component.
Bottom panel: 𝐾𝑝, 𝐾𝑖 and 𝐾𝑑 contribution to the control signal in the case of including the 𝐾𝑑 component.
Fig. 4. ∫ 𝑛𝑒𝑑𝑙 provided by a core interferometer LOS was controlled with a precision of better than 1%.
IR images of all ten divertor modules [9]). Since the absolute level of
CIII radiation in the divertor depends on the divertor plasma conditions
using intensity ratios at different distances to the target seems more
appropriate as detachment indicator and is described in Section 5.
(d) Radiation temperature of the electron cyclotron radiation (ECE) in
the O2 mode was used as a proxy for the electron temperature (𝑇𝑒)
in the plasma core with the aim to reduce the gas flows and thereby
to avoid plasma termination by radiation collapse in the case of too
low absorption of the ECRH power in O2 mode. This signal was used
as an additional boundary condition for the feedback controller which
stopped the gas flows at 𝑇𝑒 values falling below a preset threshold. In
the discharge 20181016.012 four of the ECRH gyrotrons stopped opera-
tion in a sequence starting at 1.9 s of the discharge time (see Fig. 6). The
𝑇𝑒 interlock sets in at approx. 2.5 s and interrupts the fuelling gas flow
multiple times bringing effectively the feedback controller to keep the
central 𝑇𝑒 at a constant value of approx. 2 keV. The resulting electron
density is falling in the course of the discharge as a reaction to the
stepwise reduction of the available heating power.
3

The analogue values of all diagnostic signals were digitised and
passed to the controller over a direct network fibre-optic cable connec-
tion. This proved to be very robust and showed no transmission failures
throughout the entire campaign.

3. Detachment control in OP1.2b campaign

The longest (30 s) high-power discharge at W7-X (experiment
20181016.016) so far was kept in stable detachment over almost the
entire discharge time using feedback control of interferometer density
and H2 fuelling through the divertor gas injection system. Two prepara-
tory experiments were needed to develop the scenario. In the first
step (experiment 20181010.027) the plasma density was ramped up
slowly using the precise feedback control of ∫ 𝑛𝑒𝑑𝑙. Simultaneously, the
behaviour of the total plasma radiation was sampled which typically
showed a very strong increase of the radiation power in the onset
of detachment, see Fig. 7. The high radiation level originates from
intrinsic low-Z impurities (mainly carbon and oxygen) [4] and sets
the maximum achievable plasma density for given heating power. We
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Fig. 5. Parameter time traces of a discharge feedback-controlled using CIII radiation in the divertor. Top: Heating and radiated power, integral heat flux to all divertors, electron
temperature in the plasma core. Middle: Set and reached CIII emission in divertor, valve actuation voltage. Bottom: Ion saturation current, electron temperature and density
measured with Langmuir probe #1 (closest position to strike line) in lower divertor 2 h in machine module 5.

Fig. 6. Parameter time traces of a discharge with ∫ 𝑛𝑒𝑑𝑙 feedback control and active 𝑇𝑒 interlock. Top: Heating and radiated power. Bottom: Set and reached value of ∫ 𝑛𝑒𝑑𝑙 as
well as the gas valve actuation showing strongly reduced gas flows induced by the 𝑇𝑒 interlock.

Fig. 7. Parameter time traces of a discharge in which the electron density was ramped up for a slow transition into detachment to sample the 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑 behaviour. Top: Set and reached
value of ∫ 𝑛𝑒𝑑𝑙 as well as the gas valve actuation. Bottom: Neutral gas pressure in sub-divertor space, heating and radiated power with the choice of the optimum detachment
working point with respect to radiation.
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Fig. 8. Parameter time traces of a discharge with detachment control using 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑 . The dashed curve shows the decreasing trend of resulting ∫ 𝑛𝑒𝑑𝑙 needed to keep 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑 on a constant
level.
Fig. 9. Parameter time traces of the longest high-power W7-X discharge well stabilised in detachment using feedback control of ∫ 𝑛𝑒𝑑𝑙. Top: Reached value of ∫ 𝑛𝑒𝑑𝑙 with the
phase of constant and of ramped-down values, average neutral gas pressure in the sub-divertor space of target modules 2 h in machine modules 30, 31 and 41. Middle: Heating
and radiated power, peak heat flux to target module 4 h of the bottom divertor in machine module 3. Bottom: Ion saturation current and electron temperature measured with
Langmuir probe #1 (closest position to strike line) in lower divertor 2 h in machine module 5 (note that the data is available only up to 𝑡 = 14.3 s due to a failure of the data
acquisition system).
selected an optimum working point in the detached plasma conditions
with respect to radiation at the radiation fraction 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑑 of approx. 80%–
90%. In the second step this level of 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑑 was feedback-controlled over 6
s of the experiment 20181010.032 using the total plasma radiation 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑
from the bolometer cameras, however, with the remaining oscillations
(see Fig. 8). To avoid the oscillations, in the final experiment we turned
back to the precise oscillation-free density control. The set point for the
line integrated density was selected according to the levels (indicated
with the dashed curve in Fig. 8) needed to keep a discharge with similar
ECRH power in detached conditions with the desired radiation fraction:
we kept ∫ 𝑛𝑒𝑑𝑙 at a constant level of 1.15 × 1020 m−2 in the first half (t
< 16 s) of the discharge. The plasma was driven into detachment during
the short density ramp at 2.5 s in which we observe characteristic
changes of plasma and neutral gas parameters (as shown in Fig. 9):
the neutral gas pressure reaches its maximum, the peak heat fluxes to
the divertors reduce by factor 5 while the total radiated power reaches
80%–90% of the heating power, and the electron temperature and ion
fluxes at the divertor reduce by factor 2. Even though in this discharge
phase the electron density and heating power were kept constant, we
observed slight increase of total radiated power which was likely due to
continuous heating up of the uncooled first-wall components. This led
to even more pronounced detachment (lower heat fluxes to divertor,
lower 𝑇𝑒 and 𝑗𝑠𝑎𝑡 at divertor plate), however accompanied by lowering
of the neutral gas pressure. This roll-over of the neutral gas pressure at
higher values of radiated power fraction is in-line with predictions with
5

the EMC3-EIRENE code [1]. In the second half of the discharge (for
t > 16 s) we applied a very slow ramp-down of ∫ 𝑛𝑒𝑑𝑙 to the value of
1.1×1020 m−2 in order to keep the radiated power fraction at a constant
level which worked very well and allowed to keep the remaining 15
s of the discharge time in very well stabilised detachment. In future
experiments physics-based scaling of 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑 as function of 𝑛𝑒, the heating
power and 𝑍𝑒𝑓𝑓 will be used for better control of total radiated power.

4. Mitigation of excessive heat loads to baffles

In the so called high-mirror magnetic configuration one vertical
baffle tile (as shown in Fig. 10) experienced heat loads exceeding
the specified value of 0.5 MW/m2 in many cases. N2 and Ne seeding
was applied to increase the radiated power fraction which resulted
in reduction of the heat loads to acceptable levels. In the experiment
20181009.041 at 𝑡 = 1 s a 40 ms Ne pulse was applied which increased
the radiated power by 0.5 MW (see Fig. 11). The signal increase was
delayed by approx. 80 ms in this case. These typical delays caused
oscillations when controlling the total plasma radiation provided by
the bolometer cameras, for example as apparent later in the same
discharge. From 𝑡 = 1.3 s on until the end of the discharge N2 seeding
was applied and feedback-controlled using the total plasma radiation
with targeted radiation fraction of approx. 55%. Some optimisation
of the derivative term of the PID controller helped to reduce but
not to completely avoid the oscillation. Despite the 𝑃 oscillation,
𝑟𝑎𝑑
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Fig. 10. CAD model showing in red the baffle tile typically overloaded with heat fluxes
in the high-mirror magnetic configuration.

the seeding control scenario successfully reduced the heat load to the
critical baffle to acceptable levels over the entire seeding time.

5. Upgrade and ideas for the next two campaigns

The very successful detachment stabilisation in W7-X by various
feedback control schemes of the divertor gas fuelling and seeding
encouraged us to strongly increase the capabilities of the system for
the two upcoming experimental campaigns OP2.1 and OP2.2 (starting
in fall of 2022 and 2023, respectively). The divertor gas injection
system will be extended (keeping the same design) from two to all ten
divertors. The set of real-time diagnostic input signals will be extended
to provide additional control parameters in the plasma edge (neutral
gas pressure in the divertor and in the midplane; divertor surface
temperature) as well as to optimise the core plasma performance
(diamagnetic plasma energy). Some of the signals will be only available
for the campaign OP2.2. The controller hardware will be replaced by a
real-time linux-based system extending the control capabilities beyond
the PID controller type, e.g. to allow for maximisation, for including
physics models and for machine-learning based algorithms.

Given the successful feedback control (in separate experiments) of
plasma density with fuelling and of 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑 with nitrogen seeding (see also
the description of the experiment 20181016.023 later in this section
and shown in Fig. 13) it seems reasonable to combine these schemes
in one experiment and apply two independent simultaneous PID con-
trollers that use different gas injection systems with the aim to raise the
plasma density and radiation to a certain level by fuelling and increase
the radiation further by impurity seeding. In the case of too strong cou-
pling between both controllers a single physics-based control algorithm
for the two actuators (fuelling and seeding valve) will be applied to
account for the dependencies to provide better prediction of the plasma
reaction and by this more robust control. It is also planned to apply
first simple machine-learning based algorithms to handle the increasing
complexity of the W7-X control schemes resulting from the availability
of more diagnostic signals for the detachment control. Looking at
characteristic diagnostic signals in the plasma edge observed during
the transition into detachment in the previous campaign some specific
control schemes appear potentially interesting for the detachment sta-
bilisation and optimisation and will also be tested during the next two
experimental campaigns. In the experiment 20181010.030 detachment
was stabilised with hydrogen fuelling feedback-controlled by the 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑
signal. Its oscillation led to variation of the electron temperature in the
divertor plasma. The electron temperature and density in the plasma
edge can be derived from intensity ratios of spectral lines of atomic
helium [10–12]. Its small amounts can either reside in the plasma edge
or be injected on purpose to even allow local measurements by the
modulation of the gas flow in the beam. Fig. 12 (bottom) shows the
6

𝑇𝑒 sensitive line ratio (706.5 nm/728.1 nm) of atomic helium (residing
in small amount in the divertor plasma) measured along one LOS
of the filterscope diagnostic (indicated in Fig. 2) 2.5 cm above the
horizontal target plate. The clear reaction of the downstream 𝑇𝑒 can
be used to control detachment. Another option would be to localise
and control the CII or CIII radiation front which moves towards the
separatrix during transition into detachment [13], as a proxy for level
of detachment. In experiment 20181016.023 CIII line emission was
measured with three LOS of the filterscope diagnostic at three different
distances (2, 6 and 8 cm) above the target. Line integrated electron
density was feedback-controlled with H2 fuelling and the plasma was
simultaneously feed-forward seeded with N2 to induce transition into
detachment. In Fig. 13 line emission ratio (𝐼6𝑐𝑚∕(𝐼2𝑐𝑚 + 𝐼8𝑐𝑚)) is plot-
ted which was used as a proxy for the emission front position. The
maximum line ratio at approx. 𝑡 = 5.2 s indicates the radiation front
closest to the position of 6 cm above the target which corresponds to
optimum detachment conditions (strongly reduced integral heat flux
to all divertors, ion saturation current and 𝑇𝑒 at the divertor plate as
shown in Fig. 13). This indicates that the radiation front height above
the target can be used to stabilise optimum detached conditions (by
either impurity seeding or density increase by H2 fuelling). Finally, one
more interesting control scheme which will be tested is the detachment
optimisation by maximisation of the neutral gas pressure in the sub-
divertor space leading to maximum pumping rate of particles from the
vacuum vessel. As shown in Fig. 7 (bottom) the neutral pressure in one
of the divertors rolls over at too high radiation fraction due to strongly
reduced ion fluxes to the target [1]. The feedback controller would
stabilise the discharge at the working point of the maximum pressure.

6. Summary

The fuelling and impurity seeding control of two available W7-
X divertor gas injection systems was equipped for the most recent
campaign (OP1.2b) with feedback control capabilities using the inter-
ferometer electron density, the total plasma radiation from bolometer
cameras and spectral line emission in the divertor plasma provided
by filterscopes as input signals. Core electron temperature (from ECE
diagnostic) was monitored and stopped the gas injection at too low 𝑇𝑒
values which allowed to avoid radiative plasma collapses e.g. in the
case of losing ECRH power during a discharge. PID control type was
applied with pre-optimised control parameters in a lab test setup with a
plasma signal simulator implemented using a programmable microcon-
troller. The feedback control system featured very high precision (better
than 1%) of electron density control and allowed well stabilised detach-
ment control based on the interferometer density and carbon emission
in the divertor. The entire longest high-power discharge at W7-X so far
was well stabilised in detachment using the density feedback control.
The detachment was also stabilised using the total plasma radiation
from bolometry, however in this case with remaining 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑 oscillation
of approx. +∕ − 10% due to delayed signals arriving at the controller.
The system also proved useful to increase the plasma radiation to
a level reducing heat loads to overloaded baffle tiles in the high-
mirror magnetic configuration below the critical level of 1 MW/m2. For
the next two experimental campaigns, OP2.1 and OP2.2, the divertor
injection system has been extended to all ten divertors. Additional
diagnostic input signals (the neutral gas pressure, the target surface
temperature and the diamagnetic plasma energy) for the controller are
in preparation. Some detachment control ideas were presented based
on the observations from the last campaign which will be tested in
the upcoming campaigns. The controller hardware has been replaced
by a real-time linux-based system opening a way to test in the next
two campaigns more advanced control algorithms like maximisation,
physic-based models, and machine-learning based approach.
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Fig. 11. Parameter time traces of a discharge with N2 seeding using feedback control of total plasma radiation 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑 . Top: Heating power; real-time radiated power used for feedback
control and post-processed radiated power generated from all channels taking the 3D geometry into account; resulting electron density. Bottom: Integral heat load to the critical
baffle tile (shown in Fig. 10); valve actuation voltage.

Fig. 12. Parameter time traces of a discharge with feedback control of total plasma radiation 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑 . Top: Heating and feedback-controlled radiated power; resulting electron density.
Bottom: 𝑇𝑒 dependent line ratio of atomic helium in the divertor plasma.

Fig. 13. Parameter time traces of a discharge with feed-forward N2 seeding and feedback control of ∫ 𝑛𝑒𝑑𝑙 with H2 fuelling. Top: Heating and radiated power, integral heat flux
to all divertors, intensity ratio of CIII radiation indicating the radiation front position above the target. Middle: Line integrated electron density and fuelling gas actuation. Bottom:
Ion saturation current and electron temperature measured with Langmuir probe #1 (closest position to strike line) in lower divertor 2 h in machine module 5.
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